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Engineering Projects In Community Service
~A.Revanth(611704)

Eluru, Vijayawada dump yard and observed the flaws and come up with

solutions.

The aim of the program is to spend time with the people and enquire their

problems. All students participated whole heartedly and interacted with small

vendors, labours, farmers. Few major problems were identified in domains

like Indian railways , Police station, fire station, conventional agriculture ,

improper drainage systems, education. Students came up with optimal

solutions using the knowledge of engineering and presented it before the

faculty and students.

VULCANZY CURTAIN RISER
-V. L. Sameera(611781)

too. It takes team effort, dedication and passion to host any event of such a

big magnitude. Though the event was to be held in March, preparation had

started way back. The curtain raiser of the VULCANZY 2020 came up with

a new bang. The curtain raiser event started at around 6 pm on the auspicious

evening of 27th February. Flash mob was the highlight of the event .There

were various teams performing flash mob and the performance have set the

stage on fire. The glimpse of the upcoming events which will be held during

the fest was given .To conclude with , it can be remarked as one the most

joyous nights of the college life. Overall VULCANZY 2020 promises to

provide an electrifying atmosphere.

LENSLET’S OPTICAL PROCESSOR
~ Nikith Katkam (611841)

The Lenslet is the company, which developed the optical processor

(Enlight64, Enlight256). The company specializes in the management,

miniaturization and integration of electron-optical equipment, as well as in

high-speed analog-to-digital and digital-to- analog conversions.

Lenslet's Enlight Optical Processor combines optics, silicon, communication

interfaces, and development tools in a standard electronic board format.

EnLight64 delivers 240 Giga MAC ops/sec. It's said to be the first

programmable optical processor. Enlight 256, under development, reportedly

boosts standard DSP (Digital Signal Processor) performance by three orders

of magnitude, and said to achieve 1,000x faster operation.

Israel-based Lenslet Ltd. says the EnLight256 carries a specification of up to

8-Tera (1,012) multiply-accumulate (MAC) operations per second, or 8,000

GMAC/s.

The multiply–accumulate operation is a common step that computes the

product of two numbers and adds that product to an accumulator.

EnLight256 is a general-purpose, fixed-point DSP an embedded optical core.

It consists of three elements:

1.Vector matrix multiplier (VMM) that performs its ultra-fast vector-matrix

operations;

VMM consists of three main elements:

1. Rulers of 256 semiconductor VCSEL lasers, which are represented as a

vector consisting of 256 elements and are one of the "registers" of the optical

ALU, each element of which is an 8-bit number.

2. The light flux control integrated optical device based on GaAs / GaAlAs

semiconductor structures with quantum wells (Multiple Quantum Well),

consisting of a matrix of 256x256 spatial modulators operating on reflection.

3. Rulers of 256 radiation photodetectors , which are integrated into an array

of analog-to-light conversion (Analog to Digital Converters, ADC).

2. Vector processor unit (VPU) that handles 128 Giga operations per second;

3. Standard DSP (TI’s TMS320C64xx) for control and scalar processing.

The core of the Enlight256 processor is optical, and the input and output

information is presented in electronic form . The core consists of 256 VCSEL

lasers, a spatial light modulator, a set of lenses and radiation detectors,

forming a VMM (Vector-Matrix Multiplication) optical matrix, which

converts electrical information into light, then performs the necessary

transformations of this information, directing the light through a

programmable internal optics. The output radiation is recorded by the

receivers and converted again into an electrical signal.

ARCHITECTURE OF EnLight256

256 8-bit element vector by a 256x256 8-bit element matrix multiplication in

a single clock cycle.

In order to implement a complete algorithm, vector-vector and scalar

processing are also required.

The EnLight256 is in particular beneficial to computation intensive tasks, and

since it is fully software programmable it poses a worthy alternative for

replacing several DSP boards and ASIC (or FPGA’s) boards alike. The

flexibility of a fully (on-the-fly) programmable device and the associated

scalability in harnessing the power of more than a single such device make

the EnLight256 a premium processing solution that can cope with tasks

beyond the capabilities of other competing technologies while providing a

“Future Proof” platform.

The National institute of

technology Andhra Pradesh's

most awaited cultural and

technical fest VULCANZY

of the year 2020 will be held

on March 19, 20, 21. The

preparations for the fest are

on its go and it promises to

continue it's legacy this year

The EnLight256 embodies powerful

processing power in a vector-matrix

DSP by providing 125 Mega vector-

matrix multiplications (VMM) and

500 Mega vector-vector operations

per second. Matrix size is 256x256

and vector size is 256 elements. For

optimal utilization of the processing

potential of the optical core, the

EnLight256 architecture is

comprised of several processing

layers. The optical core performs a

A  a + (b x c)

On 16th February 2020,

Students of ECE

department under guidance

of faculty participated in

EPICS (Engineering

projects in Community

service). Students visited

different places in and

around Tadepalligudem.

Some students visited

pollution control board in
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TOUCHLESS TOUCH SCREEN
-Durga Maheshwari (611802)

The use of touchscreen in our daily life is often there. Touchscreens were designed

for easy work and for saving time. Further, the touch less touchscreen has been

launched to make life much easier. Difficulties faced by the touchscreen users are,

scratches on the screen, failure of the display, etc., these can be overcome by touch-

less technology. The touchless touch screen appears that it might be nice and

straightforward, however, when closely examined, it might be quite a physical

exercise. This unique screen is made by TouchKo, White Electronics Designs, and

Groupe 3D. The screen resembles the Nintendo Wii without the Wii Controller.

With the touchless touch screen, your hand doesn’t have to come in contact with

the screen at all, it works by detecting your hand movements in front of it. This is a

pretty unique and interesting invention until you break out in a sweat. Now, this

technology doesn’t compare to the hologram-like IO2 Technologies Helio display

M3, but that's for anyone that has $18,100 laying around.

You probably won't see this screen in stores any time soon. Everybody loves a

touch screen and when you get a gadget with a touch screen, the experience is

really exhilarating. When the I-phone was introduced, everyone felt the same. But

gradually, the exhilaration started fading. While using the phone with the fingertip

or with the stylus the screen started getting lots of fingerprints and scratches. When

we use a screen protector; still dirty marks form over such beautiful glossy screen

and it is a strict no-no.

How Touchless Touchscreen Technology Work?

The working of this amazing technology is divided into different parts that we

mentioned in detail below.

Movement detection:This technology identifies the movement in three dimensions

without any need to touch the screen. The most important part of this system is

sensors located near the screen. It detects the motion by making interaction in the

line of sight that gets interrupted into on-screen movements.

Optical Pattern Recognition:The operation of this system is based on the

recognition of optical pattern with the help of a solid-state optical matrix sensor so

that hand motions can be detected.

Motion Pattern interruption:There is a connection of this sensor with digital

image processor whose job is to interpret the motion pattern. It further sends the

signals to the machinery, appliances, or device that can be controlled via electrical

signals.

Screen Pointing:The users only have to point at the screen that let them

manipulate the objects.

Advantages

Completely touchless operation:

There is no need for touching the screen that boosts the convenience among the

users. They can complete the operations from a distance of 5 feet from the device .

No Driver:

There is no need for any drivers in this system as it can work without them quite

satisfactory.

Control:

This technology lets the users have better control over the objects when compared

to the others. As we all know, they can control it from a certain distance without

any problem . Boosts convenience Having this technology let the users send

commands with full ease and convenience.

Applications

Now, we will let you know about the applications of this technology in detail

below:

⦁ Touch-Less Monitor:

This device is designed for applications where the mouse can’t work or touching

the screen may be a difficult task.

⦁ Armbands:

⦁ Mauz:

⦁ Air writing:

Here, the users can write text messages or create emails by writing in the air

through this technology

GATE PROBLEMS

1. A linear Hamming code is used to map 4-bit messages to 7-bit

codewords. The encoder mapping is linear. If the message0001

is mapped to the codeword 0000111, and the message 0011 is

mapped to thecodeword 100110, then the message 0010 is

mapped to ___________.

2. In an ideal pn junction with an idealityfactor of 1 at T = 300 Km

the magnitude ofthe reverse-bias voltage required to reach75%

of itsreverse saturation current,rounded off to 2 decimal places,

is__________ mV.

**Solutions to the previous issue questions are included in the e-copy

TECHATOON

It is a third party device through

which the iPhone can be

transformed into a mouse or a

trackpad.

Many manufacturers have used this

technology for creating armbands

that can be controlled only using

hands or fingers motion.

EDITOR’S NOTE

Hello readers!!

We are back with volume 2 issue 8 edition of ECE Herald newsletter.

Hope you will enjoy and learn new things. Firstly, An article about

Optical Computer is drafted. A brief introduction about EPICS session

is written in the newsletter. Secondly, A glimpse about the curtain

raiser of Vulcanzy event is penned. A fascinating article regarding

touchless touch screen is drafted. A thought provoking article 'WHO

ARE YOU' is written. An article about corona virus which is

spreading like wildfire is penned. A short note regarding open

network issues is written.

Some more interesting and creative stuff like gate problems,

upcoming events, techatoon, Art works and pic of the month add on

its own elegance to the newsletter. Lastly, an article about class d

amplifier is penned.

All your recommendations will be considered and are always

welcomed. We are expecting an enthusiastic contribution to the

newsletter, be it an article of your own interest or artworks or any

other interesting stuffs.

For any questions, suggestions, ideas, articles or artworks please

contact us at theeceherald@nitandhra.ac.in .

Keep reading and keep contributing!!
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CORONA VIRUS 2019
-Mohan(611775)

I think everybody heard about Corona Virus or COVID-19. But what is it

actually?? Corona Virus the name originated from Latin word ‘Corona’

is new type of Corona virus that was identified only after the outbreak of the

infectious disease in China in the month of December 2019. Previously known

diseases caused by these family of Corona Viruses are SARS-COV (Severe

acute respiratory syndrome) AND MERS-COV (Middle East respiratory

syndrome-related coronavirus). While the SARS is a pandemic the COVID -

19 is still a Epidemic but with a possibility of becoming pandemic. Epidemic

refers to disease that spread across a region or country affecting large

population whereas Pandemic is an epidemic that spread globally.

What makes it so dangerous?

How does it spread from person to person?

The main mode of transmission is through water

droplets or aerosols that come out when the infected

sneeze or cough. The term ‘ Super Spreader’ refers

to the person who spreads it to many other people

because their immune system may be more resistant

or weak The research on other modes of

transmission is still going on.

How long does the virus survive on surface?

It is not certain how long the virus that causes COVID-19 survives on

surfaces, but it seems to behave like other coronaviruses. Studies suggest that

coronaviruses (including preliminary information on the COVID-19 virus)

may persist on surfaces for a few hours or up to several days. This may vary

under different conditions (e.g. type of surface, temperature or humidity of the

environment).

How long is the incubation period for COVID-19?

The “incubation period” means the time between catching the virus and

beginning to have symptoms of the disease . Most estimates of the incubation

period for COVID-19 range from 1-14 days , most commonly around five

days. These estimates will be updated as more data becomes available…

What are its symptoms and diagnosis??

Treatment:

There is no medicine known which can cure COVID-19. But infected persons

can be treated to reduce its effects.

Prevention:

person gets affected with it or has its symptoms then

make sure they will be isolated from others under doctor’s guidance.

Let us all hope that Bio-Technologist and Scientists find medicine or

antibiotics which can cure the Epidemic before it becomes Pandemic.

REFERENCES:

• https://shrts.in/x8Yr

• https://apnews.com/cc4fdd824f7721827bb48ed51e08901e

• https://www.labce.com/spg1050611_real_time_reverse_transcription_poly

merase_chain_r.aspx

CLASS D AMPLIFIER

-Sai Teja (611810)

-Venkateswara Rao(611881)

Like all the amplifiers, these amplifiers are not

used to have linear gain, these are used for

switching applications. These were build by

transistors mostly mosfet , mosfets are used

because these are perfect binary switches and

no waste of time in transition between stages.

Class D power amplifiers are much power

efficient when compared to its predecessors

like Class A, Class B and Class AB. With this

class D amplifier we can have sound that we

want and at the quality level we require. In

this type of amplifier, the switches are either

fully on or fully off, significantly reducing the

power losses in the output devices.

Efficiencies of 90-95% are possible. The audio

signal is used to modulate a PWM carrier

signal which drives the output devices, with the

last stage being a low pass filter to remove the

high frequency PWM carrier frequency.

In a linear amplifier the signals always remain

in the analog domain, and the output transistors

act as linear regulators to modulate the output

voltage. This results in a voltage drop across

the output devices, which reduces

efficiency. Class D amplifiers take on many

different forms, some can have digital inputs

and some can have analog inputs.

Comparison between linear and class D

amplifiers:

Efficiency:

The primary and main difference between

linear and Class D amplifier is the efficiency.

This is the whole reason for the invention of

Class D amplifiers. The Linear amplifier is

inherently very linear in terms of its

performance, but it is also very inefficient at

about 50% typically for a Class AB amplifier,

whereas a Class D amplifier is more efficient,

with values in the order of 90% in practical

designs.

Gain:

With Linear amplifiers the gain is constant

irrespective of bus voltage variations, however

with Class D amplifiers the gain is proportional

to the bus voltage.

It is common in Class D amplifiers to use

feedback to compensate for the bus voltage

variations.

Energy flow:

In linear amplifiers the energy flow is always

from supply to the load, and in Full bridge

Class D amplifiers this is also true. A half-

bridge Class D amplifier however is different,

as the energy flow can be bi-directional, which

leads to the “Bus pumping” phenomena.

Applications of class D amplifier:

It is more suitable for portable devices because

it does not contain any extra heat sink

arrangement. So easy to carry. High power

class D amplifier has become standard in many

consumer electronic applications such as:

• Television sets and home-theatre systems.

• High volume consumer electronics

• Mobile technology

• Automotive

which means crown. It was named after that

because when it is viewed under Electron

Microscope it appears like a Crown due to

protein structures emerging out of its body.

Corona Viruses usually affects animals. The

COVID-19 or new Corona Virus 19 (nCOV-19)

Generally, the term “Incubation period” refers to the

time taken for virus or infection after entering into

our body and we start observing he symptoms of it.

The Incubation Period for nCOVId-19 is 2-14 days.

Most of the virus start infecting others only after the

incubation Period but Corona Virus start infecting

others before the completion of incubation period.

The symptoms of COVID-19 are mild-severe

Cough and shortness of breath. It can be

identified by a technique called rRT-PCR

(Real-Time Reverse transcription- Polymerase

Chain Reaction).

It can be prevented by washing our hands properly,

avoid unwanted contact from animals , be careful

when somebody sneezes and sneeze against your

hand or elbow. Unfortunately if you or some other

WHO ARE YOU?
Vamshi Krishna (611738)

WHO ARE YOU?

The only question that I ask myself every time but

haven't found its answer till date. I have spent many hours

at first thinking about this question then the time grew as

the days passed by. Now I am thinking about the same

question for days unknowingly. I got sick of that question

which tortured me for years. It's time to ask you that

question and want an answer from you.

WHO ARE YOU????

Still following someone in your life taking them as your

inspiration? Still changing yourself as someone by making

them as your role model? Then what is the point of you

living in this world without your own significance?

Without your own thoughts? Without your own character?

I guess from your childhood you had been depending on

someone and making your life similar to someone’s. Then

you cannot be you, you will be someone else who is also

living like you on this planet and who has already been

recognized for the efforts that he had kept, to be at that

position. You will not get any name or fame, it is your role

which gives you fame. You will be not recognized for your

effort to be there in That position.

Then who are you if people can't recognize you with your

name?. Who are you if you can't live like you?

So realize at least now and start proceeding your life

differently. Start making you as your role model. Start

adapting yourself to your ideas and thoughts. You will

never be one you want to be if you are still considering

yourself as someone's follower. Stop making your life so

busy by forcing it to follow someone's path, start framing

your own path for your life, your own methods for your

success. Then no one could ever beat you in any way. You

could be the one you wanted to be. The fame, the identity

that you are dreaming will be yours once you start

following yourself rather than following someone else

https://shrts.in/x8Yr
https://apnews.com/cc4fdd824f7721827bb48ed51e08901e
https://www.labce.com/spg1050611_real_time_reverse_transcription_polymerase_chain_r.aspx
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UPCOMING EVENTS IN OTHER INSTITUTIONS
1.HACKOVERFLOW 3.0, Chandigarh University, Techno Management Fest,

Mohali, Punjab, 6th - 8th March 2020

Category: Techno Management Fest

Start Date: 6th March 2020 ;End Date: 8th March 2020

Organizer: Chandigarh University

State: Punjab

2.Samudramanthan IIT Kharagpur 2020, IIT Kharagpur, Naval architecture Fest,

Kharagpur, West Bengal, 6th - 8th March 2020

Category: Naval architecture Fest

Start Date: 6th March 2020 ; End Date: 8th March 2020

Organizer: IIT Kharagpur

State: West Bengal

3.BECon IIT Delhi 2020, IIT Delhi, Business and Entrepreneurship Conclave, New

Delhi, Delhi, 6th - 8th March 2020

Category: Business and Entrepreneurship Conclave

Start Date: 6th March 2020 ; End Date: 8th March 2020

Organizer: IIT Delhi

State: Delhi

4.Mechnovate 20, Vellore Institute of Technology, Mechanical Symposium, Vellore,

Tamil Nadu, 13th - 15th March 2020

Category: Mechanical Symposium

Start Date: 13th March 2020 ;End Date: 15th March 2020

Organizer: Vellore Institute of Technology

State: Tamil Nadu

RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH AN OPEN 

NETWORK CONNECTION

V.L. Sameera - 611781

An insecure wireless connection is one which you'll be able to access without a

password. Public networks offered in places like cafes are often open. Now and then

when our network is down and that we need a Wi-Fi connection, we get attracted to

these open and insecure wireless network and they get our access points. Although

these provide free wireless Internet access, using public Internet comes with dangers.

Connecting to an open Wi-Fi network at public places could be a risk to our personal

data. Before we connect, however, we must always know the risks of using open Wi-

Fi networks.

One of the foremost common threats on these networks is termed as Man-in-the-

Middle (MitM) attack. Essentially, a MitM attack may be a type of eavesdropping.

When a computer makes a connection to the net, data is shipped from point A

(computer) to point B (service/website), and vulnerabilities can allow an attacker to

urge in between these transmissions and "read" them. So what you thought was

private is no more a private thing.

The second is the lack of encryption. Encryption means the knowledge that's sent

between your computer and therefore the wireless router is within the type of a

"secret code," in order that it cannot be read by anyone who doesn't have the key to

decipher the code. Most routers are shipped from the factory with encryption turned

off by default, and it must be turned on when the network is ready up. If an IT

professional sets up the network, then the likelihood is good as the encryption has

been enabled. However, there is no sure thing that the encryption has been enabled

for the open network that you connect.

Due to the advancement of software vulnerabilities, there are ways by which

attackers can slip malware onto your computer without your knowledge. A software

vulnerability may be a security hole or weakness found in an OS or software

program. Hackers can exploit this weakness by writing code to focus on a particular

vulnerability, then inject the malware onto your device.

Wi-Fi snooping and sniffing is what it seems like. Cybercriminals can purchase

special software kits and even devices to assist them with eavesdropping on Wi-Fi

signals. This method can allow the attackers to access everything that you just do

online — from viewing whole webpages you have got visited (including any

information you will have filled out while visiting that webpage) to having the

ability to capture your login credentials, and even hijack your accounts.

This "rogue access points" trick victims into connecting to what they think maybe a

legitimate network because the name sounds reputable. Say you're staying at some

hotel and wish to attach to the hotel's Wi-Fi, you will think you're selecting the

proper one but you haven't. Instead, you've just connected to a rogue hotspot

discovered by cybercriminals who can now view your sensitive information.

So we better not use the open Wi-Fi connection and if there arises a situation of

using it we must always confirm that we follow all the precautions to stay the info

safe.

REFERENCE:

• https://abcnews.go.com/Business/story?id=3454066&page=1

• https://www.lifewire.com/is-it-safe-to-use-an-open-wireless-network-2378210

ART WORKS
~Inisha(3rd ECE) 

Sending you smiles for every moment of your special day.

Have a wonderful time and a very

!!HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!

P. MUKUL SAI  

III ECE

Hari Kishore

Bhagavan

Spandana

Siva Kumari

Geethika

Amrutha Valli

Sai Teja

Harish

Venkateswara

Rao

Anuhya

Harshitha

EDITORS
Kartheek (𝟑𝒓𝒅ECE) 

Meghana (3rd ECE) 

Apoorva (𝟐𝒏𝒅ECE)

DESIGNERS

M NAGA GAYATHRI- 22nd MARCH
J SRILEKHA – 23rd MARCH
B SPOORTHI – 29th MARCH

WISHING YOU ALL THE
HAPPINESS AND SUCCESS

https://abcnews.go.com/Business/story?id=3454066&page=1
https://www.lifewire.com/is-it-safe-to-use-an-open-wireless-network-2378210


2.
Bit rate is the number of bits per second whereas
band rate is the number of signals per second. 

If  a signal is made   of n bits then bit rate is n times
higher than band rate. psk is noise immune and requires 
low  bandwidth.

In psk of 16 levels, uses 4 bits (log 216=4) per signal.  
When bit rate is 9600bps then band rate is 2400 (9600/4).

1.
From truth table
A B F
0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0
1 1 1

So it is an x-nor gate functionality.

SOLUTIONS OF PREVIOUSLY ISSUED GATE PROBLEMS


